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By Léo Lefebvre, President,
TORONTO USERS GROUP
for Power Systems

PRESIDENT’S CORNER
SEPT 2009

H

ere we are again. It’s been two
months since my last report
and now we are more than
ready to embark into our 25th
season—yes, the 25th season! Who would
have believed that we would get this far
(besides ourselves, of course!) We knew we
would get here and we were just working
diligently to come this far and beyond. And
the future looks great as well. Of course
there were some concerns, but are working
them out.
Since my last column and in the spirit of
expansion, TUG has added one more
director to its board—Sally Li. As TUG
editor Vaughn Dragland wrote in the July
17th TUG Buzz, “Sally Li from Ontario
Teachers’ Pension Plan, joined the Board of
Directors of the Toronto Users Group for
Power Systems. This is a very noteworthy
appointment as Sally is also the President
of the Southern Ontario WebSphere
Users Group and thus demonstrates
TUG’s commitment to expanding the
scope and reach of our community. We
expect to find significant synergy and
common interest between IBM i, AIX,
Linux, and WebSphere users”. We are now
planning co-sponsored meetings with
SOWUG and TUG.
Another significant addition to our group
of volunteers is Garry Kipfer. A long-time
TUG member and retired IBMer, Garry
joined the TUG membership committee,
who’s mandate is to keep in touch personally
with all of our members. He will be calling
members to initiate productive discussions
about your needs and interests. Garry is an
advocate of modernization technologies,

is coming soon...
How shall we celebrate?
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efficient systems management,
structured application development.

and

By the way, if you would like to join this
group of elite volunteers, contact me at
leo@tug.ca or Mark Buchner, chairman
of the TUG membership committee at
mark@tug.ca. There are excellent benefits
to be part of their group, just ask the other
committee members, Ken Davis, Rick
Powell and Vincent Forbes.
During this summer, we (here in TUG’s
geographical region) may not have been
“showered by the sun” very much but, that
meteorological fluke did not prevent TUG
from harvesting quite a great crop of new
“Gold sponsors/members.” In no specific
order, IBM Rational, IBM Websphere,
IBM Education, Scalar Decisions Inc.,
and Research In Motion (RIM) have all
joined the TUG supporters. Welcome to
all of those organizations and thanks for
your support!
Looking ahead, here are two important
events that you need to put in your calendar.
September MoM
On September 23rd, at the Mississauga
Living Arts Centre, “Virtualization” will be
the theme of our first Meeting Of Members
of the season. Roger Singh, CTO at Scalar
Solutions Inc. will open the 2009-2010
season by sharing his views on the next
steps in the Virtualization world. Then,
Dale Perkins of IBM Canada Ltd. and
TUG’s IBM liaison, will follow with some
more details, mainly on Power VM. This
will be another great meeting and certainly
one not to be missed.
RDi Workshop
Then on Thursday, October 1st, Claus
Weiss from the IBM Toronto Lab will
help you get a better understanding of the
key features of Rational Developer for i,
including the Remote Systems Explorer,
the Integrated Debugger, and new Visual
Development tools like the Application
Diagram and Screen Design tools. Claus

TUG President Léo Lefebvre
will be alternating between short lectures
and longer lab exercises. At the end of the
day, all of the material you were working
on will be yours to take back to your office.
This is an all-day session at a very reasonable
cost of $285 ($385 for non-members) plus
tax, which includes parking, refreshments,
and lunch! Of course it comes with the best
RDi instructor we could ever have—Claus
Weiss. Seats are very limited to make sure
the attendees get the very best attention,
so register early at www.tug.ca/rdi/reg_
RDi.php. To get more info and to see the
planned agenda, go to the TUG website at
www.tug.ca or jump directly to the agenda
page www.tug.ca/t_agenda.html. To start
the process, register online. Your seat will
be reserved once your payment has been
received at our office.
Make sure to visit the TUG website
regularly to stay informed and also to
read the TUG Buzz monthly electronic
newsletter. TUG Buzz is sent, free of
charge, to all our friends (members & nonmembers) who contacted us some time in
the past. If you don’t receive TUG Buzz,
subscribe online, or send a note to Vaughn
Dragland at vaughn@tug.ca and you’ll be
placed on the list. 
TG
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Cover Story

Virtualization – the Next Frontier
Explore new worlds in Unix, i, Windows, Linux, and beyond
By Roger Singh

such as provisioning, charge backs, disaster
recovery, and monitoring and management
will not be discussed.

V

irtualization continues to be
a hot topic in IT. Almost every
client we engage with today
has implemented some form of
systems virtualization. However with all
this activity we still continue to find that
Scalar’s Virtualization Practice is one of
the most active groups in our Professional
Services portfolio. Current vendors
continue to innovate, and new vendors
(both startups and established vendors
like Microsoft and Cisco) are announcing
Virtualization solutions.

The drivers for Virtualization and
consolidation are well known. The
promise of better utilization, lowered
costs, better management, and the ability
to provision, backup, and deploy disaster
recovery continue to be the main reason
for virtualization. A common question
asked by many prospective customers
is, “Why then does our Virtualization
Practice continue to grow?” The answer
to that question is partially answered
above—the continued innovation in the
industry. However the other aspect is that
many of these virtualized environments we
assess have not implemented practices and
complete solutions. Most customers with
virtualized infrastructures have realized
better utilization and management, but
many complain that the promise of lowered
costs, backup, DR, and improved processes
have not been addressed. In addition, there
are a number of environments that have
been avoided: including large databases,
collaboration, Web, and the desktop
environments. Incidentally, these systems
tend to have the most growth and spread
and thus should be the ideal platforms for
virtualization. Unfortunately, mostly due
to performance concerns, these systems are
often not virtualized.
In this article we will review the components that successfully build a dynamic infrastructure that can scale and provide the
necessary performance and reliability to
fully virtualize an IT environment. Aspects

The goal is to introduce the infrastructure
components at a high level.

Virtualization vendors

Starting with the servers
and hypervisors
This is the most common starting point
for all environments. VMware and Intel
X86-based servers is the most common
solution when our customers think
virtualization. All with good reason,
since >74% of the server virtualization
solutions are VMware / Intel or AMD.
Lately more implementations are starting
to appear using Microsoft’s Hyper-V and
various versions of Xen. Most of these
environments are Windows or Linux
servers, many are used to support either
older versions of operating systems, test
and development environments, or small
applications. Commonly there are 4–8
virtual servers on a single physical server—
more in environments with many small
applications. Environments such as these
would realize better utilization and gain
some improvements in power consumption
and management. Many IT shops stop the
virtualization exercise at this point, leaving
the majority of the environment running
on larger servers without virtualization.

Roger Singh, CTO at Scalar Decsisions Inc.
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Figure 1. The push to Virtualization
One common misconception is that Virtualized or consolidated
platforms cannot deliver the performance and the reliability of
physically isolated platforms. Hypervisor software (VMware,
Hyper-V and Xen in the X86 world) has increased the memory
footprint of the VM servers, and using the virtualization extensions
in the Intel and AMD processors has improved the management of
this memory. This has allowed memory dependent applications such
as databases to be placed in virtual machines on the same server. VM
management software such as VMware vsphere provides
the central management and automated failover to
provide high availability, provisioning, and capability
to redistribute load over servers. This delivers better
reliability, utilization, and management than discrete
servers.

encountering growth issues with their SAN. Many
point to server virtualization as one of the culprits—
the other being the rapid growth of unstructured
data. Why is virtualization causing shared storage
environments to grow? Well many organization are
now storing data that was once housed inside servers
on the SAN. Once on the SAN, the capability to
clone and create backups and test environments is
creating a new issue—virtual machine sprawl. At
Scalar we have been asked to solve this issue in a
number of environments, but we won’t be going into
detail on the solutions in this article since we are
focusing on the hardware infrastructure to support
proper virtualization. You may surmise though that
the solution to this virtual machine sprawl lies in the
proper lifecycle management of the environment.
The decision on what to use for SAN’s can play a significant role in
optimizing a virtual infrastructure. Full implementation is typically
achieved in a phased approach, as shown in Figure 1.
The simplest way to explain this may be an example. For this
example we are using a customer case where we are virtualizing
desktops. This is becoming a very common method to ease the
burden of managing many desktops, hardware and security . For

Another approach to server virtualization is utilizing the
partitioning capabilities of the midrange Unix systems
like IBM’s Power system, Sun’s SPARC and HP Integrity.
These systems provide physical and logical partitioning;
allowing for variations in operating systems, isolation
of the components (CPU, memory, and I/O) and the
ability to resize these partitions on the fly. Typically these
systems scale to much larger core counts and memory
footprint than those of X86 servers (e.g. the IBM p595
Figure 2. Example of VDI infrastructure
scales to 64 cores @ 4.7GHz, 7.6MB L2 and 144MB
L3 cache per processor and 2TB RAM.) The largest
this example we are using VMware as the hypervisor and VMware
general purpose X86 server scales to 512GB of RAM and 48 cores
View
as the management and provisioning mechanism for the
@ 2.8GHz with 512KB L2 cache (using AMD 8439 processors as
Windows
XP desktops. VMware view manager reads the request
the example). In addition to hardware partitioning, some operating
from
the
clients
and requests the virtual machine from the VMware
systems (e.g. AIX 6.1 and Solaris 10) allow for advanced process
farm.
VMware
linked
clones to cut down on the storage space and
management, migration, and capacity management. Some of these
the
provisioning
time
for a desktop. A master image of Windows
capabilities are being implemented in Linux as well, with projects
XP
is
cloned
and
using
the storage array’s integration with the
such as OpenVZ and others.
VMware, these linked clones only take up the space of the changes.
A new desktop is created by creating another linked clone, if there
Together these approaches offer the solution to consolidate and
is a problem with a desktop, its clone can be deleted and rapidly
virtualize any server workload. However to take advantage of many
recreated.
(See Figure 2.)
of these capabilities, equal attention should be paid to the storage
and networking system supporting these servers. Obviously the
Techniques like this reduce the footprint of the environment
ability to migrate a virtual machine or container from one machine
significantly. In addition, they also improve the speed of backup and
to another requires that these machines share storage. SAN’s are
recovery,
reduce the complexity of DR, and increase performance.
the obvious choice, however many customers we talk to today are

4
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The final and probably most overlooked
infrastructure component is the network.
A significant percentage of the time we
have been hired to fix a performance
issue, the culprit has been the network
implementation. In virtual environments a
common complaint is that the hypervisor’s
switches are not under management of
the network group nor do they offer the
visibility of “regular” switches. This is
being addressed now with network vendors
like Cisco entering the virtualization
market. Their entry, in addition to bringing
simplification to network management,
also announces one of the next big focuses
in upcoming datacenter solutions—unified
wire. With the increase in bandwidth
for ethernet and the emergence of data
center ethernet we are starting to see the
day when there will no longer be separate
storage and communication networks and
management. The new Nexus switches and
their announcement of plans for producing
servers makes Cisco an interesting player in
the Virtualization space.
Above the switching layer there are a number
of solutions that improve the efficiency of
the virtualized infrastructure. Several of
the load balancer, WAN optimization, and
QoS solutions should be investigated by
enterprises looking at virtualization. In our
own managed services shared infrastructure
we utilize our load balancers to determine
whether new VM’s should be spun up or
down for our large Web customers.
I hope that this quick overview on the
hardware infrastructure has given you
some additional insight into building
and operating a virtualized environment.
Today’s technologies offer the capability
to fully realize the savings promised in the
early days of virtualization.
To learn and see more, be sure to attend our
free hands on technical sessions at TGIF@
ScalarLabs or any of the free upcoming
Seminars with IBM, Cisco, VMware, and
Microsoft. 
TG
Roger Singh is CTO at Scalar
Decisions Inc. a new TUG Gold
Sponsor. He can be reached by
phone at 416.202.0004 or via
email at roger.singh@scalar.ca.

TUG’s New Gold
By Mark Buchner

T

here is more good news and evidence of TUG’s Growth
in ’09! We have three notable new Gold Members in July
alone!

First, we are very happy to report that Research in
Motion has joined TUG as a Gold Member. RIM will provide
regular communications to our user community in the form of
quarterly news and articles of interest. We will feature these in
our TUG BUZZ as well as article contributions to our TUG
Magazine. The very popular John de Roos will continue to stay Mark Buchner
active with the TUG community. That’s great news for all of you
thinking about how to extend those IBM Systems applications to Blackberry Mobile
Devices!

Anna Foat, Senior Business Development manager for Platform Partnerships at RIM
says, “Research in Motion’s relationship with IBM goes far beyond the delivery of
BlackBerry Enterprise Server managed services. IBM is a critical RIM Beta Test partner
in mobility software development, testing, and deployment. IBM’s experience with an
incredibly large base of end users and truly global
enterprises earns them the right to the highest level
of a RIM alliance partnership in the industry. We
are looking forward to more collaboration with the
TUG community.”
IBM Training Canada has also joined TUG as a Gold Member, and Kathleen
Chiovitti is already featured this month in a new regular communication called “IBM
Training Corner”. Through Kathleen, we will continue to receive regular information
about education offerings tailored to the TUG
community as well as topics of global interest delivered
via Instructor-Lead Online (ILO). Welcome to
Kathleen and IBM Training! Education on key IBM
technologies is the one of the core requirements of
our community.
IBM Training Canada
Finally, you may have noticed all of the joint activity between IBM and
TUG regarding the Smarter Planet Themes, and you may have already
spotted a trend because Sally Li, president of the Southern Ontario
WebSphere User Group, has joined the TUG board of Directors. Plus,
if caught the July issue of TUG Magazine you would have read the
cover story by Graham Churchill, National Technical Sales Manager for WebSphere,
Canada which outlined IBM’s Smarter Planet agenda. Now, we are very pleased to
announce that a major new partner, IBM Canada WebSphere has formally joined
as Gold Member! Many of our TUG members are not fully aware of the types of
middleware that IBM has available under
the WebSphere brand, and how they
potentially help your business be more
successful and smarter.
Stuart Thompson the SWG Market Manager , responsible for WebSphere Marketing
in IBM Canada says: “WebSphere Canada is excited about the possibilities ahead as
a result of our investment in a Gold Sponsorship with TUG. We look forward to
exploring the numerous opportunities to work with the TUG membership in the
weeks and months ahead for our mutual benefit.” 
TG
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A Message from
Kathleen Chiovitti,
IBM Training Canada

A

t IBM Training
Canada, we’ve made
it a goal in 2009 to
work more closely with
the TUG community. We
want to understand your
needs and deliver the
education and training
to make you successful
with our technology. IBM
Training Canada is part of
the worldwide IBM Services
team and so we have uniform
offerings around the globe.
But, I want you to know that
we do have latitude to be
flexible and creative when
it comes to local, TUGdriven requirements. Thus,
I want to be sure that you
contact me with your needs
or suggestions any time at
kchiovit@ca.ibm.com.
Also, to demonstrate our
commitment to TUG, I want
to bring your awareness
to a snazzy new System i
operations class which we
are offering to the TUG
community. It’s purpose-built
to help Microsoft or UNIX
trained operators to quickly
and effectively administer
IBM Power Systems. Webbased learning is a key part
of our future, and we will
feature the ILO topic in this
month’s issue. (See article
on page 9.)
Stay tuned for an IBM
Systems BlackBerry
developer class coming up
later this year.
I look forward to staying
connected with you and we
will provide training news and
messages regularly in the
TUG magazine.
Yours truly
Kathleen Chiovitti
kchiovit@ca.ibm.com
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TUG/IBM Special Offer!

One day hands-on
workshop for RDi
with Claus Weiss
By Linda Cole

Linda Cole

A

re you really sure you want to
keep using IBM i Application
Development tools like Source
Entry Utility (SEU) and
Programming Development Manager
(PDM)? The benefits of new, modern,
Eclipsed-based tools far outweigh the costs.
What you thought is a daunting task is
really quite simple.
And to prove it, TUG and IBM Rational
are pleased to offer a one-day hands-on
workshop on Rational Developer for i,
on Wednesday October 1st at the IBM
Toronto Lab, in Markham.

Claus Weiss
In this workshop we’ll overview the
powerful features available to RPG/
COBOL developers in Rational Developer
for i and show you some tips and shortcuts
that will make migration from the old tools
to the new tools much faster and easier
then you thought possible. With Rational
Developer for i, developers have a tightly
integrated edit, verify, compile, and
debug toolset for native development

that leverages their existing PDM / SEU
skills while also providing more advanced
application development features common
in today’s Integrated Development
Environments (IDEs).
This workshop will
include lectures and
hands-on labs delivered by Claus Weiss
from the IBM Toronto Lab. You’ll get a
look at the key features of Rational Developer for i, including the Remote Systems
Explorer, the integrated debugger, and new
Visual Development tools like the Application Diagram and Screen Design tools.
(See sample diagram on page 12.)
Once you become comfortable with the
new toolset, you’ll be in a much better
position to take future steps towards
application modernization, as needed by
your business. The skills learned while using
the Rational Developer for i can easily be
transferred to other IBM Rational tools
for Java, Web, WebFacing, HATS, Web
Services, XML, and EGL development as
well as software change and configuration
management.

REGISTER

We think this one-day workshop on
Rational Developer is just what you need to
see the benefits you’ve been missing and see
how easy it really is to get there! Register
online at www.tug.ca/t_agenda.html TG
Linda Cole is the Rational
Software Sales Enablement
Manager at IBM Canada Ltd. You
can reach her at 905-315-1215 or
lcole@ca.ibm.com.
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Seneca Update
In this age of tolerance...

You can find this type of discussion online
also. I started thinking of the differences
between the old fashioned washroom
graffiti discussion and the online postings
we encounter. One participant of the
washroom discussion wrote, “This imbecile
argument is over 5,000 years old … do you
really think you can end it”. That point
could also easily be made online in a
discussion thread. One religious proponent
had to write fairly small on the wall to fit in
his argument about all the marvels of the
universe climaxing in the statement “… the
only answer is God” If this was handled on
the internet, a discussion thread may limit
the reply size. But, the writer could also go
on forever with their own Web page and
never ending links defending the existence
of a deity.

For the truly undecided, the sheer volume
of information on the internet versus the
wall wins hands down. I can’t google all
the washroom walls that are wrestling
with this issue.
One writer chose to state something that
only really applies to the washroom stall
wall. “If there was a God, he’d let me take
a crap in piece, instead of being coerced
into reading what you idiots wrote”. Good
point. It is pretty boring sitting there. You
can’t help reading all this stuff. Most of
the time I choose what to read online.
Anytime a page redirects me to something
not desired, a simple click usually gets me
out of there. Of course there are malicious
things sometimes included on a Web
page or a download that are capable of
wrecking my computer. But, as long as I
don’t touch the washroom stall wall, I
shouldn’t get any viruses.
I guess both mediums are capable of
getting the facts wrong or interpreting the
facts incorrectly.
Then, there is the issue of anonymity. Most
discussion threads require you to include
some name. Even if you name is “Weirdo”,
there is a digital trail to what you submitted
or to your posted Web page. It is a little
tougher to track who wrote the wall posting
denigrating atheists as “immoral bastards
that should be exterminated”.
Removal of offensive material is
definitely easier on the Web. A
few clicks and it is gone. I’m sure
the maintenance staff here at my
building would love to be able
to do that with the stall wall.
Unfortunately they have to
rely on a good cleaner and
some elbow grease.
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The most important thing in this sort of
discussion (whether it is on a washroom
stall or on the Internet) is tolerance. Here
is my two cents worth. It is an excerpt
from a letter to the editor that the Toronto
Star called me about publishing—but
ultimately did not.
Recently Larry King asked Rick Warren
a question after his interviews with Obama
and Mccain. Larry wanted to know if there
would be anyone Rick would not want
to see in the White House. Mr. Warren
responded that he would have a big problem
with an atheist because they do not have a
set of morals. In this age of tolerance Mr.
Warren would be okay with a candidate
from any other religion. Just not atheists.
What galls me is nobody blinks when these
types of comments are made. The media
reacts strongly to someone who states
Jews, Arabs, Christians are (insert your
derogatory comment here). But we atheists,
who have undergone as much intense
soul searching as any religious person are
considered substandard people when it
comes to morality. I know that none of us
could successfully run for political office
stating our strong beliefs.
I do consider myself a moral person. My
wife is very religious and we have gotten
along fine for twenty nine years. She doesn’t
assume I will engage in reprehensible
behaviour because she knows that how you
act is more important than a label of Jew,
Christian, Muslim or Atheist. 
TG

Russell Pangborn is a
professor at Seneca College,
and a Director of TUG. He
can be reached at russell.
pangborn@senecac.on.ca.
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“... [if] one person, acting from conscience and love, is able to neutralize bigotry, imagine, then, what an entire community, working together, might do.” 

H

ere at the college, the Computer
Studies students aren’t just
agonizing over that unsolvable
program application they have
been having nightmares about. Some of
the bigger questions in life also intrude in
their discussions. That fact was drawn to
my attention recently when in a washroom
stall. Someone had written something
religious and then proceeded to draw up
a tally sheet entitled “Mid Crap Survey”.
The two categories were Atheist and
Deist. There were five check marks under
Deist and six under Atheist. My marking
instincts immediately kicked in because
occasionally someone cheats on a test or
an exam. In this case, the pro deist blurb
stating there has to be a God was written in
a heavy black marker. Four of the five check
marks below Deist used the same type of
marker. The final check mark was in ink.
The six atheist check marks were in pens of
different colours—black, blue etc. It looks
like the initiator of the survey was stacking
the outcome!

— http://www.tolerance.org

By Russell Pangborn

AGENDA
TUG MoM — WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 2009

AGENDA AT A GLANCE
Event

4:30

Registration

5:00

Virtualization – the Next Frontier

6:00

Intermission / MoM & Networking (complimentary buffet)

7:00

Power VM

5:00 Speaker:
Roger Singh

Send your suggestions for future topics to: leo@tug.ca

REGISTER ONLINE

Time

5:00 Session
Abstract:
Virtualization
–
the Next frontier

on the midrange product line
starting with the System/34
and the System/38.
During his time at IBM he
has spent most of his time
working directly with accounts.
His roles have included,
Systems Architect and national
responsibility for Server
Consolidation on System i, and
new workloads like Windows
integration and telephony.
Dale has a Masters Degree
in Computer Science from the
University of Saskatchewan and
is an IBM Certified IT Specialist.

As
Chief
Technology Officer and Lead
Architect
for
Grid
This session will exComputing, Roger deplore the benefits of
7:00 Session Abstract:
termines the Scalar
virtualization,
trends
Power VM
Decisions technology
you are observing in
PowerVM is umbrella
direction by focusing
the market, provide
for all of the Virtualon delivering solutions
Roger Singh
customer stories and a
ization
capabilities on
that are relevant, costsynopsis of the major
the
IBM
Power Syseffective, and leading
offerings in the market.
tems.
This
session
edge. His team of architects is
will
cover
the basic caparesponsible for investigating
7:00 Speaker:
bilities
that
are included
emerging technology, testing
Dale Perkins
and
discuss
how they can
and verifying these technologies
Dale Perkins is
be
utilized
to
build cost
in Scalar Labs, and architecta Consulting IT
effective
infrastructures
ing often disparate technologies
Specialist with IBM
for System i, AIX, Linux.
into customer ready solutions.
providing Technical
Topics covered will
Passionate
Support for Power
include
IBM’s approach
about technology
Systems. He works
to
Virtualization
on the
and its use, Roger
directly with IBM
Power
Systems
and
the
Dale
Perkins
is a co-founder of
customers primarily
options
for
processor
Scalar Decisions and a propoin the Finance and
sharing, memory sharnent of Scalar’s “architect led”
Retail industries to assist them
ing,
and
the Virtual IO Server
vision. Roger has worked in the
in building robust and flexible
(VIOS).
In
addition, the Virtuindustry for over 18 years deinfrastructures. Dale has been
alization
management
tools will
signing, developing, deploying
with IBM for 30 years, focusing
be
reviewed.
and managing solutions in many
industry verticals. Currently
MoM Location
Roger ensures he stays ahead of
the industry by focusing on Grid
Living Arts Centre Mississauga (BMO Room)
Compute design and deploying
4141 Living Arts Drive, Mississauga ON L5B 4B8
multi-Gflop HPC clusters. At the
Highway 403 & Highway 10,
same time Roger consults with
West of Square One
industry vendors and customers
(Free underground parking)
on numerous councils ranging
from technology exchanges,
Product development, and green
Please register in advance at www.tug.ca/t_agenda.html
computing initiatives.
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IBM Training Corner
By Kathleen Chiovitti

Finally – A NEW IBM i operations class
that is friendly to Windows Administrators

I

t is rare to find an IBM Power System that is the sole system
running a complete customer IT environment. Predominantly,
today, it is part of a heterogeneous systems network which
typically includes Microsoft Windows servers. While System i
professionals often expand their technical horizons to cover the
administration of Windows systems such as IBM BladeCenter and
Integrated Windows servers, it is often also the case that Windows
administrators need to broaden their horizons to better operate and
integrate their IBM i environments.

This course is a new offering which is oriented to systems
administrators and systems managers who are experienced in a
Microsoft environment but are new to IBM i. The class focuses on
the similarities and differences between the two, and ensures that
the attendee is able to professionally manage and administer the
Power System as part of their overall systems duties.
Technically, the class features hands-on labs which focus on Webbased IBM i administration through IBM Director, as well
as Windows client based administration through Operations
Navigator. Traditional iSeries functions and features, such as Object
Management, CL commands, Work Management, and 5250
interfaces are introduced and described as required.
The following is an overview of the topics covered:
• Start and stop the system – attended, unattended and
automatic IPL, Power Down, and ON/OFF
• Monitor and control – jobs, output, message functions,
queues & send/receive; attach, monitor & manage devices
• OS/400 security concepts – passwords, user profiles, and
group profiles
• Save and restore concepts – offline storage and save/restore to
live system
• Resolve system problems – identify, analyze and report
problems
• Order, receive, and install Program Temporary Fixes (PTF)

With a three day investment of time, the WinKathleen Chiovitti
dows Administrator
will become confident
and competent in administering Power Systems, and will be able to
reap the additional inherent benefits of the IBM i Operating Environment.
Education Options
In today’s business environment, it can be a challenge to grow
strategic skills when budgets and workload are obstacles. An
effective solution is to bring the training to you and eliminate travel
costs and scheduling problems. IBM has two key options to help
you and your team train more affordably and on your schedule:
1.) Instructor-led online courses
IBM offers many of our most popular courses in an Instructor-led
online (ILO) format. These remote classes taught by a live instructor
provide the benefits of being in a classroom with the convenience
and cost-savings of online training. You can:
• Interact with a live instructor and classmates using Voice Over
IP (VOIP)
• Participate from virtually anywhere with modest connectivity
requirements
• Extend learning and reinforce concepts through hands-on labs
2.) Onsite custom classes
If remote classes are not for you, another budget friendly option is
to customize your course content and host a class on your site. This
is particularly effective if you have a need to train your team on a
specific product functionality or skill-set. With IBM onsite training,
you can customize many of our standard classroom courses to focus
on your unique skill needs. You can even select content from several
courses to build a comprehensive, targeted learning plan. In addition
to customization, onsite training allows you to:
• Schedule learning around your employees’ workload demands
• Train multiple team members without the downtime or
expense of sending them to an off-site class
• Combine team building with simultaneous training
For more information, visit our ILO training Web site: www.ibm.
com/training/ca/ilo or the Canadian home page for IBM Training:
www.ibm.com/ca/teach. 
TG
Kathleen Chiovitti is the Offering Manager for Power
Systems and Linux at IBM Training Canada. She can
be reached at kchiovit@ca.ibm.com.
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JACKIE's Forum
What’s New in DB2 Web Query – Part II ?

I

n the last issue of this magazine I
started discussing enhancements
that have been added to DB2 Web
Query. After covering the major new
announcements I ran out of space. This
month I am going to cover many of the
enhancements that have simply appeared in
the product without much fanfare.

General Enhancements
There have been multiple enhancements
made to the Web Query administrative
console. For companies that are distributing
reports across multiple environments
one of the most significant is the Change
Management Extract and Load utility.
The administrative console url is http://
h o s tn a m e : 1 1 3 3 1 / w e b q u e r y _ htm l /
wfconsole.htm.
Auto prompting for parameters now
has “no selection” at the top of the drop
down list which is equivalent to selecting
all values. Previously you needed to use
HTML Painter to get an “ALL” option.
IBM has added a “Do not show on User’s
List” property to a domain. Previously
this was available at the report level only.
Developers can choose not to expose a
domain to the end user until all reports,
graphs, and HTML content are ready for
deployment. Companies using the Software
Development Toolkit can choose not to
expose the underlying reports through the
Web Query user interface.
Power Painter’s advanced graphics
capabilities now include a new thermometer
gauge. Enhancements to Business Views
were covered in a previous column.
Report Broker’s bursting capabilities have
been enhanced. There is now the capability
to specify a default email location for
bursting values. The bursting values
themselves can now include wildcards
like *abc*. They can also be regular Java
expressions—like [regexp]:[bcr]at—which
would include bat, cat, rat etc. A brand
new feature is the capability to access input
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parameters within a report. This is done
by referencing &input_parm_name in a
calculation.
The OLAP feature now allows an end user,
without a developer license, to modify a
report, save it and make it available to all
users with access to that Domain. This
enables the OLAP feature to be used as a
“Report Writer Light” tool. This significant
capability was recently covered in a webinar
that can be reached from the DB2 Web
Query home page html://ibm.com/
systems/i/db2/webquery.
HTML Layout Painter
One of the many additions to HTML
Layout Painter is the new support for
multiple “Tabs” when creating HTML
forms. HTML Layout Painter now
supports masking an input field for security
purposes. Text formatting has also been
considerably enhanced. You can now
create Active Report external controls on
an HTML page. A new button has been
added to HTML Layout Painter to allow
an authorized user to open the report
scheduling page utilizing Report Broker.
Active Report
Enhancements
Active Reports has had a spate of new
announcements. You can now choose to
print either the full or filtered report. You
can add comments to individual fields
within an active report. These will be
optionally highlighted by a [*] next to the
field. In addition IBM has added new Grid/
Pivot/Chart or Rollup “tools” to the Active
Reports drop down menu. The new “tools”
give a user much more control over these
features.
Metadata Enhancements
A great new capability is the metadata
application support that was added earlier
this year. This allows you to subset the list
of tables that are presented to report writers.
This helps with both security and ease of
use. Developers working in Developer
Workbench will only see the application

Jackie Jansen

folders that are linked to the domains that
they are authorized to. This limits the
synonyms that a developer can modify. For
more details see the April/May edition of
this magazine.
Getting Started
Enhancements
The DB2 Web Query installation process
has been greatly enhanced over the course
of the last year. There is a new pre-requisite
checker that executes when you run
STRWEBQRY, the number of installation
steps have been reduced and the installation
documentation has been enhanced. The
Web Query home page includes links to
a constantly up-to-date Read Me First
document and a set of Installation FAQs.
For customers who haven’t yet started their
software maintenance IBM has set up an
email address of QU2@us.ibm.com to
answer all installation questions on a best
effort basis.
I am very pleased to be able to tell you that
there is now a Group PTF for all DB2 Web
Query components and required OS PTFs.
This list of enhancements is not complete
but includes all the ones that I thought
were of most interest to you. More enhancements are currently under development.
These include an “all-in-one” administrative menu and an update to the redbook.
Keep watching this space for future developments. 
TG
Jackie Jansen is the IBM i
Solutions Manager for Information
Builders specializing in DB2 Web
Query. Jackie is a frequent speaker
at Technical Conferences and User
Group meetings. Contact her at
jackie_jansen@ibi.com.
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6950 Creditview Road
Unit 2
Mississauga, Ontario
L5N 0A6
Tel: 905-812-4500
Fax: 905-812-4548

IBM Training – Canada

LEARN ANYWHERE YOU CHOOSE
no travel required

www.ibm.com/ca/teach
1-800-IBM-TEACH (1-800-426-8322)

LANSA Inc.
5955 Airport Rd, Suite 306
Mississauga, ON L4V 1R9
Tel: 905 - 677-1690
Fax: 905- 677- 9787

www.lansa.com

Enabling Your Organization
to Increase Agility
and Work Smarter with

___________________
Scalar Decisions Inc.
408 – 36 Toronto Street
Toronto ON, M5C 2C5
416.202.0020
www.scalar.com

 Enhanced Integration
 Improved Connectivity
 Dynamic Business Processes

www.ibm.com/websphere
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NOTES
Upcoming Events
September 23, 2009: TUG MoM
(Living Arts Centre Mississauga)

		

5:00 Virtualization
– the Next Frontier

		

Speaker: Roger Singh


		

7:00 Power VM
Speaker: Dale Perkins

October 1, 2009: TUG MoM
(IBM Toronto lab, in Markham)
All day hands-on workshop on
Rational Developer for i
		
Speaker: Claus Weiss
November 18, 2009: TUG MoM
January 20, 2010: TUG MoM
March 24, 2010: TUG MoM
April 27–29, 2010: TEC 2010
(tentative dates) Check the TUG
website www.tug.ca for updates.

© The 5th Wave, www.the5thwave.com

May 19, 2010: TUG MoM

Reminder

Please remember to register on-line for
each Meeting of Members. It helps us to
plan for seating and food, and you could
win a fabulous door prize!

Find TUG on Facebook

We like to keep as many channels open
as possible with our members, so we have
created a TUG group within Facebook.
Check it out at www.facebook.com. You’ll
probably find that many of your friends are
already there!

TUGsudoku

By Cornelia Dragland
Here is the solution to the July puzzle,
which concludes our six-issue run. Thanks
for playing! (If you would like to see more
TUGsudoku puzzles in future issues of this
magazine, drop a line to the editor.)
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TUG is a breath mint!
(magazine)

TUG is a candy mint!
(eZine)

STOP! YOU’RE BOTH RIGHT.
The TUG magazine is TWO — TWO — TWO mints in one!

As you may know, TUG recently "went digital."
We will still mail a limited number of copies of the printed
magazine to TUG members and paid subscribers,
but our new digital format is gaining momentum, too!
Our readers really like the flash-enabled interactive features
which are full of internal and external links, making it easy
to navigate and drill down for more detailed information on articles,
and click through to our advertisers.
TUG can accomodate all of your multi-channel marketing requirements.
ADVERTISE in the TUG magazine, TUG eZine, and TUG Buzz.

Copyright 2009  TORONTO USERS GROUP for Power Systems

TM

magazine
We are tightly focused
on the Power Systems space.
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Virtualization and High
Availability Insights
By Craig Johnson

Building the Future Through Virtualization and HA

V

irtualization is gathering momentum as one of the hottest technologies used in datacenters around
the world. Though the term has
been used by technologists to describe the
methods of encapsulating computing functions, the current innovation and maturity
of server products now reaching the market
is creating a stampede of implementations
that achieve new efficiencies, reduce complexity, reduce power consumption, and
add resiliency to expanding computing infrastructures.

Virtualization is a technology that
hides the underlying implementation of
computing resources through the use of
encapsulation. Today, using virtualization
technologies such as Hypervisors, logical
partitions, and virtual network resources,
entire server farms of mixed operating
systems can often be consolidated into a
single computing footprint.
Virtualization technologies are not limited
to a single operating system environment,
but span the spectrum of IBM servers.
Indeed, the virtualization technologies
deployed by these server products enable
unprecedented levels of consolidation.
HA Virtualization Reduces
Business Continuity Plan
Conflicts
Consider the organization running
multiple Linux application and Oracle file
servers in conjunction with an array of AIX
applications running DB2 databases.
The company’s Business Continuity Plan
(BCP) may require a backup schedule
that creates a targeted Recovery Time

Objective (RTO) of critical data within
minutes or hours of an interruption. Yet
the combination of users, applications
and databases scattered across the everexpanding array of application and file
servers may require a backup coordination
strategy that pulls these resources out of
service for increasing periods of time.
In conflict with those goals and physical
realities, the BCP may also require that
these same computing resources must be
available to meet the access requirements
of users across diverse time zones in
geographically dispersed locations. In
addition, the BCP may also dictate that
the Recovery Point Objective (RPO)
must be made more current to ensure that
a disruption of service does not impair the
accuracy of transactions. In other words,
the critical computing infrastructure must
be available for longer period of times with
fewer periods of unplanned and scheduled
disruption.
How Virtualization
and HA Helps
By using virtualization technologies,
the organization can maximize its
infrastructure by:
• Consolidating servers into a smaller
number of footprints.
• Reducing operational complexity.
• Reducing energy costs of both
electrical and cooling infrastructure.
• Simplifying the physical complexity
of the computing infrastructure.
With part of the savings from this server
consolidation strategy, the organization
can simultaneously invest in an HA
product such as EchoStream for AIX from
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Craig Johnson

Vision Solutions—a product that logically
mirrors and replicates the resources of all
these computing resources to a sister system.
By implementing this HA strategy, IT can:
• Continuously check-point (journal)
transactions.
• Logically and continuously replicate
the check-pointed databases in
prime-time to a sister system, without
impacting the production servers.
• Reduce the time window for
comprehensive backup.
• Swap users to the sister system during
scheduled maintenance without
interrupting service levels.
• Fulfill BCP requirements for both
RTO and RPO.
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Future of Virtualization
and HA
Today, server virtualization technologies offer organizations an unprecedented resiliency for consolidating
and protecting their computing infrastructures to meet the global demands
for efficiency. At the same time, virtualization can help achieve management demands for operational savings.
When combined with HA offerings
like EchoStream for AIX from Vision
Solutions —using check-pointing,
journaling, logical replication, disk
mirroring, and automated systems
monitoring—companies can extend
the benefits of server virtualization
to meet their business continuity
requirements.
But perhaps more importantly, CTOs
will have achieved a significant
strategic advantage that can enable
them to continue to expand the
computing infrastructure in an
orderly and effective manner well into
the future of the 21st Century. This
strategy of using Virtualization and
High Availability can become the
blueprint for successful expansion
of the computing infrastructure
that will help the organization meet
its business requirements in a costeffective manner. 
TG
Craig Johnson is vice
president of research and
development for Vision
Solutions. To learn more, visit
www.visionsolutions.com

is coming soon...
How shall we celebrate?
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iSay Update
This is a reminder that the IBM Canada
Systems team is now on Twitter. You
can follow IBM Canada Systems updates
at http://twitter.com/IBMCanSystems.
In the August iSay, I’ve included a link
to a special document on Twitter and
Business, so if you are new to Twitter,
take a few moments to check it out. I
try to “Tweet” daily on topics concerning
all of the IBM Hardware Platforms.
Thank you for your continued interest in IBM i. Watch for the next
issue of the iSay newsletter, coming soon to your in box.
Sincerely
Kathy Gregson
Market Manager
STG Power Systems, Storage & Mainframe
IBM Canada Ltd.
kathyt@ca.ibm.com
http://twitter.com/IBMCanSystems

New Chattanooga Users Group
> Greetings folks,
>
> This is the announcement of the rebirth of a Midrange Local User
> Group based in Chattanooga, serving the Tennessee Valley.
>
> Tennessee Valley Midrange User’s Group is taking birth. The
> website is up and more details to follow at www.tvmug.info.
>
> Been wanting to do this for a while and finally put it in the works.
> Got a few things yet to do, but the legaleze and website is up
> and working.
>
> Don in Chattanooga
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“Power Tips for iSeries
Database & SQL”
A High-Value Purchase
By Thibault Dambrine

T

he last time I reviewed a book for TUG Magazine was
in January 2005. “SQL Tricks & Techniques for iSeries
400” Where’s the Beef ? I described that book as very
weak and very expensive ($150.00) at the same time. A
bad combination—I did not write any other review until now.

A few things have changed since 2005. At that time, I was
very new to SQL and still very much rooted in 20 years
of RPG coding. Four years have gone by. Four years spent
manipulating large data sets in an iSeries-based data warehouse
system exclusively using SQL, interpreted, in functions, in
stored procedures. My latest assignment was an 18-month
data conversion, from JDE to SAP—again, SQL was the data
extract tool of choice.
Last week, I stumbled upon Paul Conte’s Power Tips for iSeries
Database & SQL. This is not a new book, it was copyrighted
in 2004. At time of writing, June 2009, knowing what I know
now about SQL, I can only say that I am impressed. Looking
back, I would say that Paul Conte’s Power Tips would have
been one of the more useful books I could have had back when
I first began looking for tips and ideas for better SQL code.
This book is not only packed with valuable information, it is
also very affordable. Not a negligible quality these days.
At a Glance
This is a small book, 160 pages, 7 inches tall by 4.5 inches wide.
It sells at amazon.com for $19.95. This diminutive appearance
belies its solid, densely packed SQL value. The chapter titles
are as follows:
Chapter 1: SQL and the Traditional OS/400 Database
Chapter 2: SQL and “Traditional” Coexistence
Chapter 3: SQL Data Definition Language
Chapter 4: SQL Data Manipulation Language
Chapter 5: Additional SQL Topics
Chapter 6: Handling Dates
Chapter 7: Stored Procedures, User-Defined Functions &Triggers
Chapter 8: Transactions
Chapter 9: DDS and ILE RPG I/O
Chapter 10: JDBC and ODBC
Chapter 11: CL, OPNQRYF and Miscellaneous DB
Chapter 12: Integrated File System

Even from these headers, one can see, this
book is all about SQL
on iSeries. In all, 102
individual tips, backed
with working code and
proper
explanations,
ranging from parsing
comma-delimited files
to changing the sort sequence at runtime on an
SQL statement.
What makes SQL on
iSeries different? Topics
such as:
• SQL vs. “Traditional” Database [iSeries] Objects
• How to create an SQL table for access by RPG, COBOL and CL
• Using SQL encoded vector indexes
• Specifying an ASP when using the IFS
Conte explains with well documented examples how universal SQL
techniques and concepts work within the unique iSeries environment.
Many of these techniques could just as well be used on any other SQL
platform. For those who are allergic to acronyms, there is an acronym
glossary at the end of the book and a well structured “resources”
chapter. The only thing I could suggest would be an index, but that
could be deemed redundant, since each tip is listed individually in
the table of contents.
In Conclusion
There are probably bigger books, with more theory and more examples
that this one. Many times, these would be books that one would be
tempted to leave on the shelf because they are typically expensive. Paul
Conte’s Power Tips for iSeries Database & SQL is just the opposite.
Reasonably priced, packed with value, I would rate it as a high-value
purchase for any SQL developer, new to SQL or not. 
TG
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Thibault Dambrine works for Shell Canada Limited
as a systems analyst. He speaks at COMMON and
local user groups on SQL implementation and FTP
automation and maintains www.tylogix.com. You can
reach him at dambrine@gmail.com.
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WebSphere
and TUG,
What is the
Connection?
By Mark Buchner

I

have spent the past few years working
closely with IBM’s worldwide
WebSphere team. We conducted
IBM “Top Gun” events around the
world in many exotic locations such as
Bangkok, Singapore, Johannesburg, Sydney,
Shanghai, Mumbai, Delhi, Moscow, and
Sao Paulo. As such, I’ve come to know what
the WebSphere offerings are and what value
they really have to customers.

It is quite usual for customers, especially
in the SMB segment, to be confused
about what WebSphere is. Some think of
it as a catch-all for IBM software products,
some think of it as the name for IBM
Development tools for iSeries and others
think of it as an Application Server. Quite a
few are completely dumbfounded and don’t
care at all. But perhaps they should.

Application Servers
are a necessary part of the IT infrastructure
whenever a company is looking to conduct
business on the Web. It is especially
important for security and transaction
management. IBM’s application server,
WebSphere Application Server, conforms
to the most current Java-based industry
standards, delivers industry-leading RAS
and keeps up with technology to support
Cloud computing or development. IBM’s
ultimate Application Server product
is WAS ND (Network Deploy) which
enables scalability and enhanced RAS by
clustering application servers together.
Workload management and virtualization
is enhanced even more by WebSphere
Extended Enterprise.
Why should TUG members care? If you
are conducting business on the web in
any form, you need an application server.
When you care about performance, security
and transactional integrity, how to save
costs, or about new computing models such
as Cloud, you care about WAS. You should
also know that whenever you require a Web
site to integrate with existing applications
written in RPG/COBOL/C,
WAS
provides real value.

At its core, WebSphere is an IBM Software
brand of Middleware, which delivers
integration value to customers. It is a
strong brand which is enjoying market
growth and leadership. IBM product
newcomers and acquired companies such
as ILOG bask in the WebSphere brand
glow by adopting the name. If a product
does not fit the brand’s positioning, they
are moved to another IBM brand. Thus,
products associated with Application
Development such as WebSphere
Development Studio and HATS, have
been moved to Rational. Others, such as
WebSphere Portal, have migrated to the
Collaboration Brand – Lotus.

Messaging and Application
Connectivity
products are based on messaging
technology. Concepts of messaging and
queuing are increasingly import in our
connected world. One of the fundamental
IBM products is the market-dominating
WebSphere MQ (formerly MQ Series). The
idea of guaranteed messaging in a scalable
heterogeneous environment leads to
message brokers and hubs. IBM’s ultimate
offering here is WebSphere Message Broker.
Customers embracing internets and
SOA standards find ESB, and thus
WebSphere ESB (which is based off
WAS ND) to be appealing to connect
all that is attached.

So what is left? There are three general areas
in which WebSphere products fit today,
all of which are considered Application
Integration Middleware (AIM). These are:
• Application Servers
• Messaging and Application
Connectivity
• Business Process Management

Why should TUG members
care? Many members tell me their
companies are moving to ERP systems
such as SAP, Oracle, Lawson, or
Dynamics. Others talk of RFID. The
challenge becomes how to manage the
transition or integration of existing
systems (often RPG/COBOL). This
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category of solution provides architecture
for applications to connect and integrate
with one another, by building an ESB or
Message Broker to connect applications
and then utilizing connectors to standard
ERP packages. The advantage becomes
a much smoother project plan, higher
responsiveness to business needs, and less
money spent on application maintenance.
Business Process
Management
is a software engineering approach which
abstracts the level of programming to that
of a business analyst. The user can model a
business process using a graphical, Eclipsebased tool that enables them to visualize,
simulate, and refine business processes.
These can be fine tuned to a Key business
Performance Indicator (KPI). After a
process is modelled, tools are available to
assemble and build the processes reusing
Web services or other available artefacts.
The lynchpin execution-time product is
the Process server. It acts as server for
the business process specifications, kept
in a form of BPEL (Business Process
Specification Language). The ultimate
in BPM is the ability to monitor the Key
Performance Indictors of the live business
process and report in a dashboard form.
Why should TUG members care? If your
business executives feel that their business
processes are sub-optimal (hint... they want
to save money) and that the mechanics of
these processes today are muddy and buried
too deeply into existing code, then BPM is
a ground-breaking solution. In conjunction
with Services Oriented Architecture (SOA)
, BPM may well be the killer application of
the next decade.Stay tuned to TUG and
our upcoming September and November
MoMs for more information! 
TG
Mark Buchner
is the TUG
membership
committee
chairman. He
can be reached
at Astech
Solutions Inc.
(905) 727-2384
or via email at
mark@tug.ca.
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Man of La Mancha

By Gloria Seltzer

I

was a Systems Officer with the
Ministry of Health when Bob Rae
was premier of Ontario. Mike Harris
succeeded Bob Rae and initiated
the OPSEU strike to save money. For 6
weeks, I walked the picket line enduring
the bitter cold and humiliation of being
sworn at and spat upon, and elated by
the moral and financial support for the
union from total strangers. After the
strike, I worked on the health smart
card project to incorporate the patient’s
medical history into a computer chip, but
left the Ontario Government shortly as
the work environment was poisoned by
the feud between union supporters and
union busters. Today, millions of dollars
later, eHealth is still struggling with this
project, while I had some very challenging
consulting assignments.

General Ledger Archive
A telecommunications giant had 25
controllers world wide and numerous years
of data in their General Ledger system.
The month-end process involved updating
a database which took weeks to run and
jeopardized their ability to close their books.
A project to archive data went on for several
years without success, as accountants did
not want to part with their data and wanted
to build a data warehouse instead to satisfy
audit requirements by Canada Revenue
Agency and Internal Revenue Services.
However, the VP Finance’s position was
they had to archive data in order to close the
books in a timely manner. This was mission
critical and failure was not an option.
That I am a CMA (Certified Management
Accountant) helped build credibility and
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trust with other CMAs in Global Finance
and the controllers. The breakthrough
came when we did a pilot on CD-ROM
and the controllers could search and
retrieve financial statements by fiscal period,
geographic region, product line, and cost
centre. As the opinion leaders bought into
the solution, the stragglers jumped on the
band wagon, not wanting to be left behind.
We also archived the raw data on tape to
support the financial statements. Only 7
years of data were retained in the General
Ledger System as required by the statutes
of limitations, and the project was a success.
Advisor Web Site
A major bank bought a mutual fund
company many years ago, but never
integrated its operations with the bank’s
mutual fund operations. The fund
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company’s Web site was built on obsolete
technology and did not reflect the branding
of the bank. Marketing and eBusiness
thought it was an opportune time to
redesign the Web site to raise the profile
of the fund company being backed by the
bank and to introduce new funds.
The project went on for several years
without success. This time around the
stakeholders imposed an aggressive time
line of 10 months to complete the project,
and failure was not an option. A large
international vendor was contracted
to gather requirements from the fund
company. Three months of JAD sessions
and hundreds of thousands of dollars later,
the vendor generated tons of paper but no
requirements document which could be
used for systems development.
Sacrifices had to be made and scapegoats had
to be found to appease senior management.
The bank’s project manager was replaced,
followed by the bank’s technical head and
technical team a month later. The bank did
not believe that the time line was achievable
because its own mutual fund Web site took

The Impossible Dream
was written for
contractors:
To
To
To
To

dream the impossible dream
fight the unbeatable foe
bear with unbearable sorrow
run where the brave dare not go

To right the unrightable wrong
To love pure and chaste from afar
To try when your arms are too
weary
To reach the unreachable star
This is my quest
To follow the star
No matter how hopeless
No matter how far
And the world will be better for this
That one man scorned and covered
with scars
Still strove with his last ounce of
courage
To reach the unreachable star
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several years to complete. The
fund company wanted the Web
site yesterday and regarded
the bank’s structured systems
development methodology a
huge waste of time and money.
I as the contract business analyst
and the contract developer were
summoned by the new technical
head and blamed for everything
that went wrong, since we were
the only ones left on the project.
With 4 months to implementation, the contract developer proposed that focus should be on
coding and testing, with system
documentation to be addressed
post implementation. The technical head rejected this and demanded the bank’s rigid systems
development methodology be adhered to with detailed documentation, walkthroughs, and approvals for each phase: requirements,
system specifications, system design, code, system test strategy, etc.
I completed the system
specifications in 1 month. Concurrently,
the developer completed the design
and started coding. The fund company
had complete confidence in us. When
requirements could not be met due to
time, budget or technology constraints, the
developer phoned me, I phoned the fund
company to simplify the requirements
or recommend workarounds, and
documented the approach/solution in
emails for their concurrence. I adopted
the AGILE* methodology without the
bank’s blessing. At the end of the project, I
gathered all of the emails and updated the
system specifications.
The major hurdles were the bank’s bureaucracy and two external vendors. The Web
site required real-time client, account, and

transaction information from the SOA
(Service Oriented Architecture) of the
back-office record keeping system maintained by one vendor (a major US bank)
and daily fund pricing from another vendor (a major Canadian media firm). The
developer could not get the vendor interfaces working for two months. We had
daily testing meetings. The vendors blamed
the bank’s firewalls and the bank blamed
the vendors’ systems. The fund company
blamed the bank, as the interfaces worked
with their existing Web site. The bank’s
technical head blamed the developer, did
not sign off on his deliverables and withheld payments for work-in-progress. The
developer had to pay his six sub-contractors
out of his own pocket. The implementation
date was immovable, due to senior manage-

* AGILE:
•
•
•
•
•

Adaptive – to changing requirements
Goal-driven – focus on producing executables
Iterative – short development cycles, frequent releases, regular feedback
Lean – simple design, streamlined process
Edge – quick time to market for competitive advantage
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ment’s earlier announcements to the
media about launching the Web site
and introducing new funds in October, 2008.
The technical head terminated my
contract one month before implementation. I contacted the bank’s
and the fund company’s senior
management because I wanted the
project to succeed. Common sense
prevailed and they restored my contract. We implemented the Web site
on Hallowe’en, which was befitting
as the project was a horror show. The
site received rave reviews from the
bank’s and fund company’s senior
management calling it a face lift, but
it was actually a total make over.
Gloria Seltzer
The Impossible Dream
When all else fails, senior management turns to contractors as a last resort to fulfill their dreams. The
challenge is that the vision of senior management often conflicts
with that of middle management. Senior management dreams impossible dreams, yells “jump”, and expects subordinates to ask “how
high?”. Middle management resists change because there is nothing
in it for them and they have to pay for it in blood, sweat, and tears.
Although outwardly supporting their superiors by towing the party
line, inwardly they may even want the project to fail. The successful
contractor bridges the gaps between the perception/expectation of
senior and middle management, the diverse culture, politics, policies, processes, methods, and technology among client organizations and vendors.
Although the CIO is the broker between the business and
technology, business analysts are the closest allies of the CIO,
since they are charged with smoothing relations among competing
parties and moving projects along. Successful business analysts
blend the temperament and communications savvy of a diplomat

with the analytical skills of
an intelligence officer. As the
line between pure business
and IT functions has eroded,
few business analysts have
the luxury of working in a
single business function or
IT domain. The challenge
to the business analyst is
doing the right things, while
the challenge to the project
manager is doing the things
right.
Another critical success factor
is emotional intelligence
which is the emotional
connection
between
ourselves and the clients we
serve. We need to understand
and internalize their hopes
and dreams and make things
happen. It is not about us; it is about them. Anybody can start a
project; very few can finish it. It is not where you start, it is where
you finish that matters. At the end of the day, the fund company
wanted a Web site, and not tons of paper. We can achieve peace,
serenity, and extraordinary results by living and working for the
HERE and NOW, not fearing the unknown, not worrying about
the deadline, not giving up, focusing on priorities and value-added
tasks, being flexible and adaptive to change, learning, and doing as
much as we can every day. At the end of every project, we look back
and are amazed by the quantity and quality of our accomplishments.

TG
Gloria Seltzer holds Bachelor of Science and Master of
Business Administration degrees from McGill University,
Montreal and a Certified Management Accountant
designation. She has been in IT for over 30 years, as
a Business Analyst and Project Manager. She can be
reached at gloria.seltzer@sympatico.ca.

Man of La Mancha

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
1972 film
Man of La Mancha is a musical with a book by Dale Wasserman, lyrics by Joe Darion and music by Mitch
Leigh. It is adapted from Wasserman’s non-musical 1959 teleplay I, Don Quixote, which was in turn inspired
by Miguel de Cervantes’s seventeenth century masterpiece Don Quixote. It tells the story of the “mad”
knight, Don Quixote, as a play within a play, performed by Cervantes and his fellow prisoners as he awaits a
hearing with the Spanish Inquisition.
The original 1965 Broadway production ran for 2,328 performances and won five Tony Awards, and the
musical has been revived numerous times, becoming one of the most enduring works of musical theatre.
The song, “The Impossible Dream”, became a standard, and the musical is a popular choice for community
theatre companies.
Man of La Mancha was first performed at the Goodspeed Opera House in Connecticut, and had its New York
premiere on the thrust stage of the ANTA Washington Square Theatre.
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Three steps to
marketing prowess:
1. Fear the wolf.
2. Dance with the wolf.
3. Become the wolf.

Release the inner wolf in your company.
Advertise in the TUG magazine.

magazine
We are tightly focused on the Power Systems space.
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